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The Disparity

The Connected:
Opportunities exist in abundance

The Disconnected:
Not even access to basic needs

Motivation 1: Hall in the Wall & The Granny Cloud
by Prof Sugatamitra

Motivation 2: Epidemics

Influenza – 250,000-500,000
deaths annually
Cholera, Malaria, Flu, Dengue Fever,
Small pox
and many more....

The Invisible epidemic
Every minute of every day a woman dies of
complications in pregnancy or childbirth
4 million babies die worldwide within one
month

The Internet: 8th wonder of the world
Information is all pervasive - thanks to the Internet
Massive increase in online courses
Digital Economy, e-governance etc..
Technological advances facilitate better healthcare and monitoring
Cheaper computers (~$25)
Sensors, lab-on-chips, mobile phones
Social networks to predict epidemic spread
Internet is an important (potentially life saving) enabler
Virtualization of health services - lets call it the GP cloud!
But Internet connectivity means $$$

Fixed line broadband as proportion of monthly income

Least Expensive
Macau, China (0.30% )
Israel (0.33%)
Hong Kong (0.49%)
USA (0.5%)
Singapore (0.55%)

Most Expensive
Central African Republic
(3891% )
Ethiopia (2085%)
Malawi (2038%)
Guinea (1546%)
Niger (967%)

Source: ITU (2009)

@ the developed world

Reasons for having no Internet access
Nottingham Citizens Survey, 2011

The Internet is for Everyone
Vint Cerf - RFC 3271
“ but it won’t be if it isnt affordable by all that wish to partake of its services, so we
must dedicate ourselves to making the Internet as affordable as other
infrastructures so critical to our well-being.”
Tim Berners lee
“would like to see everybody given a low-bandwidth connection by default”
ISOC 2012 survey with 10,000 users in 20 countries
83% agreed or agreed strongly that access to the Internet is a human right
Nearly two-thirds agreed or agreed strongly that the Internet would play a
significant role in solving global problems, including reducing child mortality (63
percent), improving maternal health (65 percent), eliminating extreme poverty
and hunger (61 percent), and preventing the trafficking of women and children
(69 percent)

The problem with the current Internet model
Internet access is governed by market economics
Current initiatives (e.g. BDUK) to solve digital divide address
infrastructural barriers
The current basic mode of Internet access is based on opportunism aka“BestEffort” - basic SLA
Pay more, get more
Transport protocols were developed to capitalize on the best-effort
nature on the Internet
Compete for capacity (UDP, TCP, SCTP, DCCP etc)
Be fair too (even UDP if you have app level CC above it)

Scenario 1: Free Satellite access for remote
communities
Terminals are allowed to send only when there is a
portion of unused capacity
Terminals
(Requesters)

allocation

NCC

Scenario 1: Challenges
What happens if there is no free capacity?
DTN – store and forward architecture
Routers can wait for the link to be free, and then can send data
Terminals wait till capacity is given by NCC (could be hours - worst case)
data stored as bundles in DTN layer
If there is high priority data that needs to be sent immediately, what should the terminals do?
Use random access ?
Utilising adaptive quality of service to deliver increased capacity on-demand for
telemedicine video conference
Reverse micro-pricing models
Can a sponsor pay for “urgent” capacity?
Applications
Delay -Should they be DTN enabled - asynchronous
Location based caching can enable localised web services!

Scenario 2: Wifi crowd-sharing

You need to pay for accessing these services!
Community-based Wifi crowd-sharing is a potential solution
How can we convince them to share without any financial benefit?

Solution
Encourage benevolence to reduce CAPEX
Enable sharing of resources (unused capacity: users and network
operators)
Architect multi-layer resource pooling to provide
opportunities and incentives for benevolent access
Reduce OPEX
Extend stakeholder value chain to include more than the two parties
(consumer and network operator) for e.g local government
Introduce new economic models

Public Access WiFi Service (PAWS)

Case Study
Nottingham Aspley ward
Highlands and Islands
100 case study interviews
50 actual deployments

Social Research Challenges
Perceptions
Sharing practices
Ownership of devices
Economic demographics

Technology Research Challenges
AAA
Mobility
Performance
Usage patterns
LBE L3-L2 QoS support

Less than Best Effort - Challenges
Traffic from free users could be assigned at lower priority than BE
Should not contend for resources from traffic from privileged subscribers
Internet works on BE nature
Works under the delay threshold allowed by TCP
LBE could introduce delays which may exceed the delay allowed by TCP
Most applications such as web may fail?
Then there are link layer issues..
Free user traffic at low rate can affect the donor!
Solutions exist

Low Extra Delay Background Transport
IETF LEDBAT WG is currently looking at methods to support LBE
applications
P2P, background file transfers etc
Focuses on techniques that allow large amounts of data to be transmitted
without affecting delays experienced by other users and applications
Could we utilize the concept of LEDBAT to create free transmission
opportunities?
So they do not compete with traffic from paid users/donors
Can current apps work on LEDBAT?
Asynchronous file transfer should work
Recorded video, audio, emails

LCD-Net: Lowest Cost Denominator Networking
Use resource pooling at the different layers
Efficient use of wireless spectrum use
Network coding, JMB, RRM, FatVAP
Efficient network use through caches and multicast (ICN)
Enable delay tolerant/opportunistic offloading
Enable Less-than-best effort (Scavenger) access to resources
Social networking support (energy offloading, mesh)
Support DNSSEC, Radius, Shibboleth, SOWA etc

Value Chain & New Business Models
There is no such thing as free lunches..
Need to extend the stakeholder value chain for incentivizing donated access
(for e.g. local government)
UK’s digital by default programme could achieve savings of £2.2bn!!!
Provide new low-cost economic opportunities..
Network operators can sell connectivity at a lower cost
NGOs/local councils can become Virtual Network Operators (VNOs)
and provide free connectivity
Network operators can provide LBE as a basic free service with
opportunities to top-up
IoT data transmission without spending on infrastructure (tfl etc)

Impact
Open up the science to look at new ways of providing free connectivity
Use resources without affecting others
So no harm in supporting them – I am not affected!
Input to standards -> BCP -> stacks -> deployment
Social and policy challenges to overcome
Telecom regulators should support
Governments should change their policy to encourage these initiatives
Todays’ LBE is tomorrow’s BE!
ITU-T support so far is encouraging!

The DisConnected World

Internet can save individual
lives

Internet can empower
communities

The Internet IS for Everyone - but it wont be until we make it so..

